Welcomes and Congratulates
New CFA Charterholders
and New Society Members
th

16 CFA Charter Award Ceremony
and Social Night
Milan, 24th November 2015

Kindly supported by

Dear CFA Society Italy Member,
th

This year we celebrate the 16 Award Ceremony, an important achievement for our Society.

The Board of Directors is honoured to present you the new CFA Charterholders, who successfully
completed the CFA Program ® in 2015 and, consequently, joined our Society.
They all work in different fields of the broad Finance Industry; they come from different Italian regions
or even, in some cases, from foreign Countries.

Their different cultures and experience will contribute to enrich our local Society, who is growing
successfully in terms of Members (more than 400 now) and in terms of activities and public
awareness.

Two of the main strategic objective of the Italian Society are improving the relationships among our
Members and increasing our network and contacts with other players in the Financial Industry and the
broader public. We think that our values and professionalism must be shared with our colleagues,
employers and regulators, in order to continue to increase the awareness among all of them about the
CFA Charter and the CIPM Certificate. We hope that you will join us to promote our Designations, to
make our message “bolder” and our values recognized more and more.

The Social Event is one of the many occasions to share ideas and views for our lively Society: I am
looking forward to meeting you soon!

Sincerely,

Matteo Cassiani, CFA
President

New Charterholders

Federico Matteo Bagiotti, CFA
federico.bagiotti@gmail.com

Relative Value Sales, with a particular focus on
Equities and Derivatives. I would now consider
an experience in the Investment Management.

Paolo Cane, CFA

paolo.cane@icloud.com

Corporate & Investment Banking and Wealth
Management
Compliance.
Portfolio
Management passionate. My top deals: travels
and field hockey.

Gaspare Falci, CFA

gaspare.falci@gmail.com

ALM specialist for banks, expert in interest rate
and FX risk reduction, capital generation, NII
enhancement. Previously Credit Analyst for
proprietary investments.

Andrew Lawford, CFA
a.lawford@gmail.com

Equity
analyst
and
partner
in
www.mazzieroresearch.com.
Picking
grapes/olives, travelling and running in my
spare time.

Giuseppe Mascolo, CFA

mascolo_giuseppe@hotmail.com

Commodity Trader, expert in Energy. Amateur
Wine Producer and Running Junky.

Luca Moffa, CFA

lucaj17@hotmail.com

Financial Analyst, expert in Fixed Income.
Preferred quote: the sweet is never as sweet
without the sour.

Davide Musitelli, CFA

davide.musitelli@allianz.it

Investment manager at Allianz, ALM expert,
Strategic Asset Allocation, Fixed Income
Strategy. Hobbies: Ski, Hiking and Trekking.

Marcella Pasi, CFA

marcella.pasi@gmail.com

Senior Membership Consultant and Business
Development, Capital Markets LSEG. Passionate
about art investments and art market
researches.

Sandro Pin, CFA

pinsandro@gmail.com

Relationship manager, experienced in corporate
finance and project management. Currently on
the buy side, looking for M&A opportunities.

Andrea Ponti, CFA

andrea.ponti@yahoo.it

Portfolio manager, expert in government and
corporate
bonds
market,
international
experience, fan of Super Mario Draghi.

Federico Reggianini, CFA

federico.reggianini@gmail.com

Adaptive, creative, selfmotivated. 9 years of
investment
advisory
experience.
Asset
allocation, selection and model portfolios
management.

Alessandro Ronzoni, CFA

alessandro.ronzoni@gmail.com

Origination manager, focus on Italian SubInvestment Grade Corporates and NPLs.
Passions: playing basketball and riding my
motorbike.

Andrea Semino, CFA

andrea.semino@gmail.com

Asset management professional with a focus on
Multi-Asset portfolios. Sports lover.

Francesco Spadaccia, CFA

francesco.spadaccia@credit-suisse.com

Joined Credit Suisse in January 2008. He works
within the Multi Asset Class Solutions team in
Milan as a
fixed
income portfolio
manager.

Antonio Tucci, CFA

atucci@compass-am.com

I’m a Portfolio Analyst and hedge fund manager
who loves his wife and... playing soccer, diving
and riding motorbikes.

Jacopo Turolla, CFA

turolla.jac@gmail.com

Portfolio Manager, Emerging Markets Fixed
Income and FX. Enthusiast surfer and hiker.

Edoardo Venosi, CFA

edoardomaria.venosi@gmail.com

Junior Portfolio Manager focused on European
ABS and MBS markets. Still convinced to be a
Basketball player, I love to surf and snowboard.

Andrea Vumbaca, CFA

andrea.vumbaca@ersel.it

Private banker at Ersel. I focus on building
customized and efficient portfolios. My greatest
goal is to make my client happier, maximizing
his utility and addressing behavioral biases.

Mauro Zambotti, CFA

mauro_zambotti@hotmail.it

Client solution consultant by profession,
football player by passion and chocolate lover
by nature.

Salvatore Cirino, CFA

salvatore_cirino@hotmail.it

Equity Portfolio manager, focus on Global
Pharmaceutical & Biotech Sector. Daddy of a
lovely daughter, Lucia (1 year old).

And…
Beniamino Bordogna, CFA
Daniele Princiotta, CFA

